To meet the test and validate requirements of MIL-STD -1553B bus device fault tolerance, by means of the definition and configuration of the card registers, 1553b bus fault injection device driver, based on VS2010 platform, was developed. The fault injection device is the core of the 1553b fault injection system. Based on the general bus fault injection method and combining with the characteristics of the 1553b bus protocol, 1553b bus fault injection method and part of the driver are given in detail. Through the way of Wireshark graphing messages to verify correctness and reliability of the driver.
Introduction
Fault injection is one of the important technical means for product testing experiments. In product testing, we can verify the products' diagnostic capacity of the internal and external testing, through the way of fault injection [1] . The basic ideal of this method is that we can simulate the possible fault which devices may meet in real environment. Through the way of fault injecting, the method will complete the test of equipment's fault tolerance. Compared to traditional ways of test, fault injection has many advantages, such as wide application range, high precision and time saved. More and more engineering designers and researchers pay attention to it [2] . Especially in aerospace systems, most computer systems are homemade, and the most critical systems use fault-tolerant computer system with high reliability. The technique of fault injection provides a method to test device, and this way makes a great contribution to the development of system. Fault injection consists of hardware injection and software injection. Hardware injection with weaknesses of causing permanent damage to the target system's hardware easier, hardly test of complicated structure, and only applies to the design phase. For these, it has been unable to meet the requirements of test for more sophisticated equipment. By contrast, software injection with advantages of easy to control, low cost and convenient, gradually becomes the development direction of fault injection technique and be the hot spot of research.
Communication Principle of 1553b
The 1553b is short for MIL-STD-1553B. It is a kind of centralized time-division serial bus, its main characteristic is distributed processing, centralized control and real-time response. Its reliability mechanism includes mistake proofing function, fault tolerance, error detection and isolation of location, error correction, system monitoring and system recovery function. Due to its high transmission rate, flexible connection between the equipments, high noise tolerance, communication with high efficiency and reliability, it is adopted by American standard as communicating bus standard of the airborne device. Since be launched, after 30 years of development, the technology of 1553b bus is also in constant improvement. Nowadays, the 1553b bus has become the dominant bus standard in the field of aerospace [4] . 1553b consists of several subsystems, and these systems are connected to each other by bus medium through the embedded bus interface. Each of them is separated control, and share resources through the network. From the perspective of communication system, 1553b has three kinds of terminals, including bus controller (BC), remote terminal (RT), and the bus monitor(BM). Data transfer is started by bus controller. RT will participate in the data transmission only if bus controller send bus command to the RT. Bus commands include sending instruction, receiving instruction, and mode instruction. These instructions are used to command some RT sending, receiving, or take actions specified by mode instruction. BC will check whether this transfer successfully, through the acceptance of status word that RT answered. The information on the bus is delivered in the form of message. There are ten kinds of message definitions, such as BC to RT transport definition, RT to BC, and RT to RT.
Method of Fault Injection
The way we take mainly concentrate on the basic registers and memories in 1553b fault injection card. The principle of fault injection equipment is that, through the software, we can realize the specified fault injection by the way of modifying the value of some registers or memories. During the process of fault injection, using Wireshark, an analysis software, to crawl Ethernet packets. By reading and translation of messages, we can test the situation of equipment fault injection, so as to verify the fault-tolerant performance of the system. 1553b fault injection device contains core board registers configuration and two communication codes configuration. 32 bits register address, contains 8 bits reserved (R), 3 bits card address (CardAddr), 5 bits of channel address(port_number), and 16 bits offset address (OffsetAddr). So register address = R+CardAddr +port_num+OffsetAddr.
During the injection, we divide registers in 1553b card into 3 kinds, global configuration registers in core card, global registers in subcard, and channel level registers. The keys of realization of the fault injection are channel level registers, totally with three types configuration items, electrical layer, physical layer, and protocol layer.
Electrical Layer
The configuration items of fault injection in electrical layer include four types, such as cut fault configuration, short fault configuration, series impedance, etc. Regard cut fault as an example. The OffsetAddr of cut fault memory is 0x0200, and portnumber is 0x00. The fault parameters bits are given in detail in table 1. 
Physical Layer
Fault injection in physical layer includes six types, such as configuration of amplitude adjustment, duty ratio adjustment, slop fault, and bus delay fault. Regarding amplitude fault as an example, its offset address is 0x0218, and port number is 0x00. Fault configuration parameters are given in detail in table 2. The same to the cut fault parameters in electrical layer, we define structures in program in order to configure specified fault parameters and realize the fault injection.
Protocol Layer
Fault configurations in protocol layer contains two types, match configure memory and fault configure memory.
The information on the 1553b bus is transmitted in the form of message, which is made into Manchester code. In longest, each message is composed of 32 words, all words are divided into three categories: command words, data words and status words. The process of the transmission on 1553b bus is that bus controller sends a transmit or receives instruction to a terminal, and terminal sends back a status word in given range of response time, and performs the transmission or receiving of message. BC, checks whether transfer is successful and makes the subsequent operations, by the acceptance of the status RT answered. Message is the basic unit of 1553b bus communication system, if you need to complete a certain function, multiple messages must be organized to form a new structure, called the frame.
In order to avoid that the message delays too long, fault injection in protocol layer adopt filter conditions to complete injection, and message will not be injected unless it meets the trigger conditions.
Width of match configure is 32 bits, and depth is 64, 2 frame in total. Zero bit in first frame is defined to distinguish BC or RT is injecting. 1 represents RT, and 0 is BC. The content of injection includes status words, instruction words, data words and address masks, etc.
Memory of fault configure, with width of 32 bits, depth of 160, has 5 frames data in total. The same to match configure, zero bit in first frame is defined to distinguish BC or RT is injecting. 1 represents RT, and 0 represents BC. Content of injection includes status words, instruction words, data words, and parity bits, etc.
Realization of Injection
According to the register instruction that we defined, we develop the driver of fault injection with C language based on VS2010. We use Wireshark to grab Ethernet packets to prove validity of the APIs. Then, we call the API by fault injection software, to complete the fault injection.
Wireshark
Wireshark is a network packet analysis software. Its function is to capture the network packet, and show the detailed network packet material as much as possible. Wireshark uses WinPCAP as interface, and switches messages with NIC directly.
Ethernet Packets
In UDP packet, the source port, destination port, UDP length, and calibration, each size is 2B. User data, specified by operation, occupies the number of bytes, including the news and address, and the length of them is 4B. In addition, specific data with a number of bytes must be integer multiple of 4B.
When messages are sent, bus data is made into Ethernet packets, with the unit of 4 bytes. Send lowest-order byte first, and then send the low-order byte, finally send the high-order byte. The format of bus data is given in table 3. Type is a fixed value, 0x1D, and accounted for 6bits. Opcode occupies 6 bits, representing the kind of news and corresponding to read or write registers. R is reserved, occupying 7 bits. And DataLen is the length of data occupying 13 bits.
Operating Format of Memory
Same as the format of bus data, writing memory contains content of n*4B. The first line data is News, including Type, the fixed value 0x1D; and Opcode, also a fixed value 0x0C; 7 bits reserved; and DataLen, with 13 bits. The second line is address, equals R+cardaddr+port_num+OffsetAddr. Data starts from the third line, with one or more 32 bits long, the length corresponding to DataLen.
Driver of Fault Injection
For the convenience of selective injection, the driver is developed in choice structure, to complete specified fault injection in electrical layer, physical layer and protocol layer. Before the injection, we should scan firstly, so as to confirm the number of device on line, and the address of port. Next, open the device with driver, and start to inject fault configuration.
Following is part code of driver in physical layer: int32 dev1553BPhysicalInjConf (TY_DEV_HANDLE *pHandle, int32 chnId, TY_PHYSICAL_FAULT_STRUCT phyFaultConfig) { int ret = 0; u_int32 tmpConfig [3] ; u_int32 tmpShortValue = 0; u_int32 tmpRSerialValue=0; TY_REG_PHYSICAL_FAULT_STRUCT tmpPhyFaultConf; memset(&tmpPhyFaultConf,0,sizeof(tmpPhyFaultConf)); 
Result and Analysis
Driver calls the function of setting cut fault to realize the cut fault injection by assignment of parameter that defined in structure. When assigning 2 to cut time, and the other value default with 0, the message Wireshark grabbed is showed in the picture1. The numbers from the 14 00 c0 74 in third line are the configurable data of user. Following is the translation: 74 c0 00 14: operation of writing memory, DataLen is 5B; 00 81 02 00: 32 bits address. 8 bits Reserve, 3bits CardAddr, 5 bits port number, 16 bits offset address (0x0200); 00 02 00 00: correspond to the cut fault register bit, the message display is the same to the driver assigned. 00 00 00 00: none 00 00 00 00: none Amplitude fault injection assigns 1 to vppEn, and 7 to vppValue. The relevant messages are showed in Figure 2 as following. Translation as following: 74 c0 00 14: operation of writing memory, DataLen is 5B. 00 81 02 18: 32 bits address, 8 bits Reserve, 3 bits CardAddr, 5 bits port number, 16 bits offset address (0x0218); 00 00 80 46: amplitude fault memory bit, the message display is the same to the driver assigned. 00 00 00 00: none 00 00 00 00: none Similar with the cut fault and amplitude fault, all registers' bit in physical, electrical, and protocol layer are assigned respectively. Messages are captured by Wireshark to authenticate result, if the message display matches with the value driver assigned, verifying the effectiveness and controllable of the fault that driver injecting to device.
Conclusion
1553b bus is the internationally recognized standard of data bus, used in many military platforms, and gradually enters some non-military field. Tracking study has also been done by domestic researchers, and the corresponding standard is formulated in Chinese. In addition, it has been used in the domestic advanced fighter aircraft. Based on characteristics and communication way of 1553b bus, the paper discusses the method of fault injection applied to 1553b bus equipment. And according to this, we develop the corresponding fault injection driver, for better validation of 1553b bus equipment, and put forward some references.
The development trend of fault injection technique is to develop a driver with high compatibility and adaptability to all kinds of equipment. The driver that automatically adapted to corresponding equipment and being able to realize fault injection, provides a strong guarantee for the security of equipment.
